The general revitalization that takes place under the significant three-year renovation of Creta Maris Convention & Golf Resort, in Hersonissos, Crete, goes to the appearance of the personnel as well, with the new impressive uniforms. The famous Greek designer Makis Tselios created elegant uniforms, while keeping the style of the hotel and the philosophy of the company.

Elegant lines, fine fabrics in suits and shirts, silk scarf and ties, and attention to the detail, are some features of the comfortable uniforms in which the blue colour dominates in combination with white, light blue and beige.

The uniforms are tailored to each employee and their design has not only adapted to the needs and functioning of each employee, but also his style. For example, waiter’s aprons change depending on the theme of the restaurant, the scarf and ties colours vary, with the Resort’s cochlias logo dominating, etc.

The personnel’s new uniforms will add a quality touch at the general revitalization taking place at Creta Maris Convention & Golf Resort.